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RIP Jack, Tom, Ken and Jeremy
The last month has seen us losing four, much-loved and valued ringers in Cumbria, who will all be
sadly and very much missed.
Jack McTear (Whitehaven) Dec 19th,
Tom Metcalfe (Kirby in Furness) Dec 24th,
Ken Twentyman (Penrith)
Jeremy Richardson (Wigton)
Many tributes have been sent by people who knew them:
First, Jack McTear
From Andrew Moncrief
Many of us knew Jack McTear, who was a much loved and joyful person to ring with. We all had pleasure ringing
with him. He was a tower captain at St James in Whitehaven and had been ringing for many years. He also helped
us new recruits learn ringing different methods on a certain bell.
Whenever he turned up on a Friday night he'd tell us funny stories about his ringing career and the bell ringers
which, by the way, we enjoyed listening to. I know Jack was always eager to ring methods like Stedman, and he
and Chris helped me to ring that method and I am grateful for them both. He and his lovely wife Marjorie would
attend the annual dinners with the ringers from Egremont and Whitehaven. Jack enjoyed having a laugh he also
presented me with my level 3 certificate in January 2018.
When we weren't ringing I would see him with his wife a lot in Tesco, and have a conversation about ringing. We
are all sad about his passing but I know deep down he wants us all to make him proud and carry on ringing for as
long as as possible. Farewell Jack and remember, 'Look to,2 treble's going, and gone'.

Such sad news. I only met Jack a couple
of times but he was just pure joy. I’m so
sorry for everyone’s loss. Xx (Mandy
Fleming-Williams)

Jack was very
welcoming to visitors
at Whitehaven
Mike Chester

Sorry to hear this sad news. St James'
tower always make me feel welcome
when I visit, but unfortunately was
not able to this last year. Ann
Brough
Jack McTear was captain at
Whitehaven, and I met him on a
couple of occasions when we rang
peals there. He was always very
friendly and welcoming. He was a
useful ringer, ringing 164 peals,
including three with the Society. He
rang a number for the Derby DA,
probably because of the connection
established with the Derby ringers
when the bells from St Alkmund‘s
Derby were transferred to St James'
Whitehaven
Chris Kippin

I met Jack in 1988 when Whitehaven hosted
the Central Council AGM, he was a lovely man
and made us all feel really welcome at
Whitehaven when we arrived to ring there as
part of the open ringing event. He found out
that some of us were staying on in
Cumbria for the rest of the week
following the
meeting
and
immediately invited us back to the
practice night at Whitehaven the
following Friday. He welcomed us
into the practice like old friends and
made us feel part of the band rather
than visitors. I was so saddened to
hear of his passing.
Alli
Devine
My lasting memories of Jack are
mostly what a wonderful and
cheerful chap he was, easy to get on
with and always finding fun in life. It
was always something I particularly
looked forward top when I knew I
was likely to see him. His
joie-de-vivre was infectious and I feel
blessed to have known him.
Andrew Pollock
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I rang peals with Jack around Cumbria mainly. RIP.
DavidHird
I used to visit that corner of Cumbria 2005 - 2009
and was always made welcome by Jack in the style
you so well describe.
Paul Barton

Jack was always upbeat and cheerful! I turned up
at Arlecdon wearing a very brightly knitted jumper,
which he always referred to as a “barrie gansie”.
He was always excellent company and will be
sadly missed.
Hayley
Young
I am gutted, Jack was a wonderful man.
Christine Hadfield

I have very fond memories of ringing with Jack. Jack was very encouraging of me in my younger years. I'll never
forget being a passenger in his high-powered Volkswagen Bora with him turning on the engine and describing
himself as "one hell of a driver" just before he accelerated off: that he certainly was!
Stephen Hall
Jack McTear, an appreciation from Pat Halls
In 1978 seven of the eight bells which had hung in the
tower of St. Alkmund, Derby were transferred to the tower
of St. James in Whitehaven. St. Alkmund‘s church had
been demolished to make way for a new inner ring road in
Derby. The then Bishop of Derby made the bells available,
free of charge, to any parish which could provide a
suitable new home for them. Several parishes applied, but
the successful one was that of St. James in Whitehaven,
Cumbria. There followed a lot of planning and work, both
in Derbyshire and Cumbria, to raise the necessary funds
to bring the plan to fruition. Jack McTear was the leading
project manager in Whitehaven. Three trebles were to be
added to the seven bells from Derby, thus making a ring
of ten bells.
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After much planning, the bells were installed and
were dedicated in December 1978. A contingent of
ringers from Derby visited Whitehaven for the
dedication of the new ten. Prior to this Jack had
been busy teaching a new band for Whitehaven,
with the help of several other ringers from nearby
towers.
Exactly a year later a celebratory peal of Grandsire
Caters was rung at Whitehaven by a band made up
of Cumbrian and Derbyshire ringers. Jack rang the
treble in this peal, which was conducted by Gordon
Halls, who had been the prime mover of the
scheme from the Derbyshire end. This was the first
peal on the bells in their new home.

The transfer of the bells from Derbyshire to Cumbria was
celebrated from time to time by visits of ringers from one
area to the other. These weekends were arranged by Jack
and Gordon in turn. They were always very sociable. The
weekends in Whitehaven always started with the Friday
night practice at Whitehaven itself. These practices
always seemed to be well attended by both Whitehaven
ringers and visitors from other nearby towers. Afterwards
a visit to the pub followed, then the hosts escorted their
visitors back to their homes for the weekend. On the
Saturday there would be peals at local towers and in the
evening a social event would be arranged, often at the
house of one of the ringers.

On Sunday mornings service ringing would take
place at the various local churches, often
followed by further peals on Sunday afternoon,
before the visitors left for the long trek south
and home. At the heart of these arrangements
was Jack, always smiling, always very
welcoming and above all, always enthusiastic.
During the ensuing years Jack has brought on
the Whitehaven band and it is hard to imagine
Cumbrian ringing without him at the heart of it.
He will be much missed and his passing is the
end of an era.
Rest in peace, Jack.

Memories of Jack McTear, from Gareth Evans
I first met Jack on a dark winter‘s night in 1975 when I picked him up from the Loop Rd on the way to Workington
to ring for a dedication service at Saint Michael‘s. After the ringing we visited his father‘s house in the backstreets
near the church. I had only been living in Cumbria for six months and had visited most practices in the area
regularly but had not met Jack, so was surprised to find a competent, dormant Stedman ringer. Eventually I
learned that he started ringing in the early 50s in Workington and was part of the band who re-established
ringing on the new bells once they were installed and that he stopped ringing in mid 60s when work and family
commitments intervened.
Roger Wetenhall was the visionary behind the installation of the 10 bells at Whitehaven but Jack was the person
on the ground who made it all happen. Before the bells were installed he ran training practices at Arlecdon so
that there was a local band ready to ring on the dedication day. As a project manager at Marchon he was in an
ideal position to find scaffolders, riggers and other local craftspeople to provide help with the installation of the
bells.
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Seven of the 10 bells were made available by the Derby Diocese from the redundant St From Jack's facebook page
Alkmund's church in Derby. A group of Derby ringers led by Gordon Halls attended the
dedication service. He and Jack became life-long friends. The partnership led to regular
exchange visits principally to ring peals and improve the ringing skills of the Cumbrian
novice 10 bell ringers. The first peal on the bells was rung 12 months after the
dedication. The band was made up of Cumbrian and Derby ringers and included John
Harrison who was one of the new ringers recruited and taught by Jack.
Jack recognised that a successful band needed to be more than just a group of people
who would turn up to ring for Sunday services. The after-ringing visit to the pub, the
annual dinner and an annual trip were as important as the additional practice for
beginners. He was able to recruit and motivate a team who soon became a robust
ten-bell Sunday service band. Weekly Sunday evening quarter peals were used to
improve skills and develop good striking. He made good use of the talents available.
Through delegation he encouraged others to run practices and some showed a flair for
conducting. This strength in depth was invaluable when work sent him to India to
commission a chemical plant. While there, he visited the derelict bells in Poonah. Even
while working a shift, he often managed to slip away for the Sunday quarter peal.
During the season he would also support Whitehaven Rugby League club home
matches before evening ringing. At Workington he would point out to visitors that in his
youth he could watch “town” from the top of the tower for free.
The Central Council was invited to hold its annual meeting in Whitehaven in 1988. Jack and the event organisers
planned a busy weekend before the Monday meeting. This included ringing tours, a barn dance, a formal dinner,
an optional Sellafield tour, a chartered train on the Ratty and a pantomime. The panto starred Central Council
celebrities and sent up some of the most famous ringers of the day. Rosehill Theatre was filled with hundreds of
delegates for this memorable event.
Whitehaven was the obvious centre for the first guild Training day. There were a cluster of nearby towers, two
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meeting spaces in the hall, and the church gallery. Jack was keen that the day should be an inclusive package and
masterminded a highly organised day with lunch and tea provided by the parish
From Jack's facebook page
volunteer caterers and community transport to take groups to the towers.

Making the community aware of ringing was important to Jack. He arranged
ringing to mark local special events and used the café at St Nicholas for
fundraising. The accumulated funds and donations made it possible for the
augmentation planned for the Millennium to be completed in 1998.
Whitehaven is not ideally placed when setting off for a tower grabbing trip, so
Jack‘s trips often included overnight stops. Many of us will have memories of
these adventures. In the early days on a trip to the north east the whole party
were nervous about ringing on the 4cwt bells at Shincliffe. There were
different reasons to be anxious when Jack introduced his band to Yorkshire
tailends at Otley or maybe Bingley. Jack was a member of the College Youths
and on a trip to mid-Cheshire he particularly wanted to ring at the tower
where the CYs founder learnt. It turned out to be one of the few times when
he got more than he bargained for. They were a slightly tricky ground floor
ring, but additionally they were anti-clockwise.
After ringing was stopped in March 2020 I phoned Jack every few weeks. Like
all of us he found lockdown difficult and particularly missed being able to go
out for a drive and a meal out. As restrictions were lifted he was pleased to
be able to revisit some favourite places. Our conversations ranged across
ringing, holidays, the Lake District and our families. I wish I had found out
more about his rock-climbing days. Our last conversation was just before
Christmas when he excitedly told me that he was hoping that they would be
able to go to London in April for his Granddaughter Colleen‘s wedding.
We will all miss the exhortation to “listen to the backstrokes” and the stories.
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From Steve Chandler
I knew John ( Jack) McTear quite well and would like to pay tribute to him. I hope the words below are worthy.
When Fiona and I moved from Hertfordshire to West Cumbria in 1979 the centre of ringing in the area was
Whitehaven, where the 10 bells had been installed a couple of years earlier. The reason ringing at Whitehaven
was popular and developed relatively quickly was very largely due to the energy and dedication of Jack McTear.
Although not an accomplished ten bell ringer himself, nor an experienced conductor, he knew how to recruit,
attract and motivate others, how to delegate and to make the best of the talent he had available. This may well
have been drawn from his work life, as a shift manager at the Marchon chemical works. Not everyone agreed
with how he ran the Whitehaven practices, but he knew how to take criticism and to learn from it. He taught and
encouraged several recruits who eventually became better ringers than himself, the mark of a good ringing
master. That said, he rang very competently in the first peals with local bands of Grandsire and of Stedman
Caters, that I conducted at Whitehaven in the early 1980s.
Even more important than his ringing leadership, Jack was great company in the pub. He was a great teller of
stories and jokes and generous in buying beer, although he stuck to the ghastly local fizz known as “Mattie‘s
Light”. After we left Cumbria in 1984 I only saw Jack occasionally and so cannot tell of subsequent ringing
development at Whitehaven. However, I know that Jack was instrumental in the millennium augmentation to
twelve and in the subsequent recruitment drive. I saw from a recruitment piece he did for the "Whitehaven News”
in 2007, that Jack was very proud of his College Youths‘ membership. I feel that his training and leadership
contribution to ringing in West Cumbria shows he was very deserving of membership of our Society.

Some snippets from Chris Reay
Jack was an enthusiastic young ringer and just into methods worked out a new method, which he took to his then tower
captain at Workington. His tower captain said that he had done very well but the method which Jack was showing him was
actually Double Norwich.
There was going to be a meeting at Hensingham and a number of ringers had turned up only to find the tower locked. In
those days the tower captain was Stan Richardson who was still living with his mother on Bransty. After some hanging
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about, Jack volunteered to go to Stan's on his motor bike, which he did. On entering the house he found Stan in his dressing
gown being fed something by his mother, off a spoon. Jack asked for the tower key and was told that he could not have it,
but he, Stan, would get a bus up to Hensingham some time within the next half hour or so. Jack returned with Stan's
message and the rest of the group thought that there was no point in staying any longer and departed.
Jack told the tale of a ringer from Scotland appearing at Hensingham tower and being told by a member of the congregation
that there would not be any ringing that day because the tower captain, Stan, had had another of his many rows with the
vicar.
Jack was part of a band that was going to ring Silloth's bells and they were putting up some sound proofing before they
started. Jack managed to nearly hit in the foot the owner of a pub across the way with a nail from a nail gun.
Before the bells went into the tower at St. James, Whitehaven was the largest town in England without a ring of bells.
Hensingham did not count as Whitehaven. It was and remains a separate village.
When Jack was learning to drive, Stan was one of the people who offered to sit in with him as the qualified driver. Jack went
to call for Stan and the door was answered by his wife Mira. Jack asked if Stan was coming out, and he appeared behind
Mira's elbow, whereupon she said, "If you want to go ringing with Jack, instead of coming into town with me and the
children, I sure that I don't mind." She obviously did! [It is just one of the many Stan and Mira stories.]

Jack McTear
We first met Jack when visiting the Lake District in the years before moving to Cumbria in 1988.
Whitehaven Friday night practices with Jack in charge were lively and fun. He was instrumental in setting up the
Derby W/E trips with Gordon Halls and these continued for some years alternating between Derbyshire and
Cumbria. Some great peals scored (He and Martin rang 40 together) and friendships made. We well remember a
W/E in London for the ASCY dinner. We have lots of good memories of Jack and good times spent in his
company. His passing leaves us sad but glad to have known him.
Our condolences to Marje and the family.
Martin and Mary Snape
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Jack McTear
In 1978 I came back to West Cumbria to find a miracle in progress. I found that ten bells were going into St
James, Whitehaven. I went along to look, and for my curiosity found myself sucked into three solid weeks
helping to install them.
The redoubtable Roger Wetenhall had done the ground
work to get the bells but it required someone to drive the
project through on the ground and create a band of ringers
from a standing start. That person was Jack McTear. His
superb management and people skills, polished in
operational management at the Marchon chemical works,
equipped him to deal with the task. Out of nowhere Jack
attracted and galvanised a new team who put the bells in

Building the floor

and then rang them, and through his contacts and
powers of persuasion all kinds of resources
became available.

Jack supervising the tenor lift

It was not a job for the faint-hearted. The tower had
been waiting 200 years for bells, and not only were
there continual engineering and logistical
challenges, but the 10 bells had to be rung

competently and sustainably
afterwards. Most ringers round
here had never seen 10 sallies
before, never mind ring them.

Roger and Jack

Jack‘s optimism, drive and sheer
enthusiasm led to the creation
of by far the strongest and most
numerous band in the diocese
at that time. It was the huge
success of Whitehaven that
later emboldened the Guild to
host the Central Council
meeting in Whitehaven in 1988.
This would have been
unthinkable 10 years earlier.

There was a ripple effect from
Jack‘s work. New blood was
brought into ringing, other
bands gained strength by example, and a new age of West Cumbrian ringing ensued. Just one of the many
things that happened was the bond with the Derby ringers and the annual peal weekend, due to Jack‘s hard
they did it elsewhere.
I last spoke to Jack in November, and he was as bright, cheerful and as sharp as ever. Thank you, Jack, for being
the right man in the right place.
Doug Sim

Thomas F Metcalfe MBE, by Jane Holland
Although a ringing name which I knew, our paths only crossed following our move up to Cumbria.
During 2012 regular Sunday afternoon quarter peal attempts began and Tom would travel up the coast for a ring
at Cleator Moor plus one other tower (often Whitehaven). He enjoyed the Cleator Moor bells and came to
inspect them when they were down from the tower but awaiting removal to Taylors. He was particularly
interested in seeing the sixth because it had been recast not long after its original instillation. Tom always looked
forward to fish and chips from one of the Egremont takeaways on his return journey.
Over the years Tom has taken an active interest in bell maintenance, especially at his local towers
Kirkby-in-Furness (otherwise referred to as Kirkby Ireleth) and Great Urswick where he oversaw their
augmentations to eight (in 2000) and six (in 2014) respectively. Through his contact with Taylors Bell Foundry, he
formed a friendship with Simon Adams and rang an out of area peal for Simon‘s wedding in April 2018.
Peal ringing has featured for a major part of Tom‘s ringing life, covering a wide range of towers in the Lancashire
and Cumbria areas, mainly but not exclusively affiliated to either the Lancashire Association or the Carlisle
Diocesan Guild. Similarly, he rang a range of
methods from Plain Bob Minor to spliced Surprise
Royal, although the majority were eight bell peals.
The last peal he rang at Shap when he circled the
tower marked the 50th anniversary of the first peal
there, in which he also took part. Being a such a
landmark peal, we did take a photo outside
afterwards. It was credited to the Carlisle Diocesan
Guild. Interestingly, three of the band, Colin Gates,
Kevin Price and Andrew Holland rang peals with Tom
over a period of 55, 53 and 47 years respectively.
Shap Peal Band 8th August 2018 in order from treble:
Colin F Gates, Jane Holland, Thomas F Metcalfe, Andrew J Holland, Kevin M Price (C), Raymond A Hutchings.
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We learnt that an invite to ring a peal from Tom was usually followed by the question, “I‘ve got the bells and … to
ring, could you find ringers to complete the band, please?” Latterly, we were privileged to be in several of Tom‘s
landmark peals. At Great Urswick there was the first on the augmented bells and Tom‘s 600th peal. We rang the
first of Triples at Kirkby in Furness and also one to mark the 60th anniversary of Tom‘s first peal on 1st
November 1958. Our most recent peal of Little Bob Major at Kirkby in Furness on 31st January 2020, at Tom‘s
invitation to welcome the new Curate-in-Charge, has now become his last peal.
When Andrew needed to rehang the bell in Bigrigg turret, Tom showed an interest and allowed him to use his
block and tackle. On one of our trips down to his house at this time, Tom invited us into his garden for a cup of
tea and we discussed a variety of things from migrating swallows to what he‘d done and was planning to do in
the garden.
It was fitting that Tom was awarded the MBE for services to bell ringing in January 2018: he had been active in all
areas from the regular weekly practices, through tower maintenance to bringing ringers through their first peals.
Tom had been fighting health issues for a couple of years, but news of his death still came as a surprise. Our
thoughts are with his wife, Jennifer, and the family as they come to terms with his loss.

by Kevin Price
I first met Tom in 1965, shortly after I learned to ring at Bowness. I attended Branch Meetings and quite often the
Thursday evening practice at Flookburgh. Tom lived next door to the church with his parents, who were always
most hospitable after practices and peals, supplying never-ending cups of tea and often a hearty repast too. Tom
ran the practices, although I believe the captain was officially Alex Edgar.
Tom called my first peal on tower bells in 1966 at Broughton in Furness and several of my early peals including one
at Skipton on a very foggy day in 1967. We had lost one there in 1966 and Tom was determined to get this one!
He regularly transported me the length and breadth of the local area, without which I would not have been able to
get around - except by cycle or bus/train, which in this area has never been easy.
Two occasions particularly stand out, both in 1967.
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In May of that year we rang a peal at Flookburgh and retired to Tom's parent's home for tea. While we were having
tea, Tom noticed in the 'The Ringing World' that there was a Lancaster Branch meeting that day at Scorton (which
was then in the Lancaster Branch) and we could just get there in time for the evening ringing if we set off
immediately! Amidst cries of 'you're mad' from his Mum, we set off for Scorton and arrived in time for the ringing - I
think Jim Dickinson accompanied us and I met Don Lawson for the first time, which led to another ringing
friendship.
Later that year in December, I wanted to attempt the first peal on the rather precarious ring of five at Bampton. It
was through some minor renovations , carried out prior to the peal by Tom, that we were able to score this peal. A
couple of years later he helped me bring Brathay bells back to life and the first Branch Meeting since 1925 was held
there, after a certain amount of local repairs.
After the mid-1980's we lost touch somewhat but in 2014 we again began to ring peals together and Tom became
part of our 'monthly Cumbrian peal band', until ill-health prevented him.
I feel honoured that I was able to conduct his final peal on 31st January 2020 at Kirkby in Furness.
RIP
Ringing Room
(Carlisle, Cockermouth, Canonbie, Egremont, Wigton)
Sunday, 10 January 2021
1320 Cambridge Surprise Minor
1 Judith M Horne (Carlisle)
2 Sally Nicols (Cockermouth)
3 Ruth M Gilbert (Canonbie)
4 Jane Holland (Egremont)
5 Jeremy P Richardson (Wigton)
6 Andrew P Warboys (Carlisle) (C)
In celebration of the life of Thomas F Metcalfe MBE of Kirkby-in-Furness.
An old friend of several of the band.
First quarter peal on Ringing Room: 1, 2, 3
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Tribute to Tom Metcalfe from Nick Newby
Living next door to Flookburgh Church, singing in the choir and hearing the
bells sparked an interest in Tom who was taught to ring by my father along
with me and my brother Keith. He became a keen ringer, rarely missing an
opportunity to ring wherever he went.
We became good friends going on holidays together, on one occasion we
hired a sailing boat for a week on the Broads. Missing no opportunity, Tom
had arranged a band for a peal attempt at the pretty Ranworth 6 bell
church. Arriving by boat, we moored close by on Ranworth Broad.
Following a successful peal and divvying up 5 bob each we became
honorary members of the Norwich Diocesan Guild of Change Ringers with
a published peal.
Tom’s training as an agricultural engineer stood him in good stead later as
he followed his passion, not only ringing bells but maintaining and
improving rings. In the early 1970s I supplied him with polyester pre
stretched rope which was spliced to existing sallys. He upgraded rings
from 6 to 8 including Flookburgh and Kirkby, Urswick to 6 and Broughton to
12.
Though Tom was no stranger to controversy, we just got on with each
other. He made a big difference to my life, not least on the many
Lancashire Assoc. ringing trips where I met and married his cousin Jane
who, though not a ringer, went on the coach for a day out with her mum
to help fill the seats.
He will be sadly missed by his family and his many many friends in the
ringing world.
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The bell from Tom's last augmentation
project, at Great Urswick in 2014,
with his name on it.

Tom Metcalfe MBE
What can you say of Tom – a larger than life personality – committed bell hanger – ASCY Member – irascible at times
but with a warmth and kindness too. Martin and he met when still in their teens and a relationship was forged which
was enduring and solid. I first met Tom after our marriage and it was as if I had always known him. He was central to
the group who installed the bells at St Mary’s Wigton in 1999 and no-one ever worked harder. An enthusiastic peal
ringer, Martin and he rang 54 together. We were saddened to hear of his death at Christmas especially as he had
successfully fought through a sepsis infection earlier in the year. Our thoughts and prayers are with Jennifer,
Stephen, Andrew and James.
Martin and Mary Snape

Ken Twentyman
Part of his obituary in the local newspaper.
Ken was a very keen bellringer. He first started ringing as soon as ringing was allowed at St Andrew’s after the Second World
War, but really took it up as a hobby in the early 1970s, when he went back to ringing at St Andrew’s and had continued to be
a mainstay of the ringers there for the rest of his life.
He served as chairman and president of Penrith bellringers for about five
years, and, having been born in Greystoke, he also helped establish a team
of bellringers in the village and for a number of years he would drive out
there to help out with practice sessions and ring for weddings.
Tributes have been paid by Penrith ringers, saying “every bellringing team
should have a Ken Twentyman”.
If ever any visiting ringers came to a practice night at St Andrew’s, Ken
always ensured they were made welcome and that they were invited to the
pub afterwards. From an article here https://tinyurl.com/yy35x5uo
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by Ruth Gilbert
One of my nephews was quite upset when I told him Ken had died.
Years ago when I asked my nephew whether he wanted to carry on ringing he told me that he could only do the
sports he was doing until he was as old as my brother, but he could ring until he was as old as Ken (then 87). I
told Ken what an inspiration he was to the young people who genuinely enjoyed his company and in typical
modest style he just batted it back and complimented said nephew on his "wisdom and foresight"!
I wish I'd known Ken when his hearing was less impaired or been able to spend time with him in an environment
more conducive to conversation.

Ken Twentyman - a tribute from his fellow bellringers
Our friend Ken Twentyman died peacefully in hospital in December 2020. He was known to many as a bellringer,
but had served St Andrew‘s and Christchurch faithfully for many years as a sidesman and also as a church
warden.
Ken had been a bell ringer at St Andrew's Penrith for over 70 years. That amazing achievement says a lot about
Ken's character. He was loyal and committed to every one of his hobbies and interests. He would be there,
without fail on Sunday mornings to ring for service, Tuesday evenings to practice and also, usually, at the pub
afterwards! The same can be said for his support of ringing at his birthplace Greystoke, particularly during his
later years. But in addition to his public role as a bell ringer, he also worked unobtrusively behind the scenes. It
took a while for new ringers to realise that the reason our ringing chamber was so well kept was because every
Tuesday morning, Ken would go up the tower, empty the wastepaper basket of accumulated sweet wrappers and
wind the clock. He would clean any dust and fallen whitewash debris from the surfaces and give the carpet a
going over with his trusty Ewbank carpet sweeper. Some of us only realised how much Ken did behind the scenes
when his heart problems prevented him from doing all these things.
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Ken learned to ring for the original VE day, a special time in ringing after the wartime ban. He was proud to say,
on the day itself, he also marched with his cadet group. During his time ringing at Penrith, he saw the ebb and
flow as new groups of ringers developed and also times when they fell away. However, he was always there when
a new group started up again.
He was our ringers' President for over 10 years, chairing our Annual General Meetings until this year when
Covid-19 prevented our AGM from taking place. He did that with grace and humility, always making sure everyone
of all ages was able to make a contribution. Penrith tower has a reputation for being welcoming and friendly; he
gave such a warm welcome to the tower. Ken gave such a warm welcome to the tower. He was usually the first
person who went over to speak to a new person or visitor, and ask them to sign the Visitors‘ Book. The example
he set was followed by the other ringers, and has helped the ringing band at Penrith to thrive. It is up to us to
continue Ken‘s legacy when ringing practices and visiting ringers are allowed again.

His other interest and skill was driving. In addition to acting
as a volunteer driver taking people to hospital appointments
and pensioners‘ lunch clubs, he was an active member of the
Cumbria Advanced Driving group, giving advanced lessons
free of charge to new recruits.
Ken's 90th birthday was celebrated in great style in2019, with
his many ringing friends, and in his two local towers, where
three quarter peals were rung, including most of those in this
photo
(None by Emily, I think! - ED)

Ken, seated, centre.
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He was also great fun, full of stories and helped to make our annual ringing trips really enjoyable events for
everyone. He was always first to kick a football around with the youngsters on these outings and was well into his
80s when we last saw him on a Zip wire, which was on one of those trips to Wensleydale. Apart from ringing, Ken
was also a keen football fan, supporting Carlisle United from the terraces well into his 80s, and was only recently
persuaded to relocate to a seat, and Penrith AFC on Carlisle away match days.

Ken kicking a shot for budding goalie, Bethany

Friday nights saw Ken socialising at the British
Legion Club; it seems fitting that this Club
closed its doors about the same time as Ken‘s
life ebbed away.

An appropriate place to celebrate Ken(centre)'s Birthday in the tower he looked after so long and lovingly.
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Ken was a friend to many in Penrith, not just
church connections, but fellow football fans,
former colleagues at Lowther Construction,
and he was known and respected by ringers
throughout the Carlisle Diocesan Guild of
Church Bellringers.

Due to COVID restrictions the bellringers were not able to ring the for church bells for Ken‘s funeral.
Instead, Rounds were rung by Penrith ringers, on handbells outside the church, as the coffin was carried in; the
poignant sound belied the previous lack of handbell experience of some of those ringing.
What better epitaph for Ken than this comment from a ringer from the Cathedral: 'He was great company, a
true gentleman, always smiling and, without realising it, an inspiration to a new generation of ringers‘.

Jeremy P Richardson, by Kevin Price
I was shocked and saddened to hear of Jeremy's passing, especially in such tragic circumstances. Although I had
not been in touch with him much in recent years, our friendship goes back to 1970 and most of my ringing with
him was during that decade.
Jeremy rang at Ormskirk in Lancashire (his father was Vicar there) and he joined the Lancashire Association in
1969. He rang his first peal (three Minor methods) at Emmanuel Everton on 27th December of that year,
conducted by Graham K Austin. This 1945 Mears eight were eventually removed and now hang in Christ Church,
Bootle.
By the end of 1970 he had rung a further 18 peals, including one of Stedman Cinques at Liverpool Cathedral on
17th October. My first peal with Jeremy was on Boxing Day 1970, Yorkshire Royal, at Preston. (On Boxing Day,
two years later, he was to ring in my only peal of Stedman Caters, also at Preston).
Six of my peals with him were in 1971, including one most memorable occasion. On 26th June in that year,
Martin Snape and Jeremy collected me from home in Windermere (I was still at school, doing 'A' levels then) and
we attempted to ring five peals in one day. I had not fully weighed up the geographical (or other) implications of
the towers chosen and it was a hard day, (as well as being midsummer and hot!). We started at Arlecdon at 2am
(fully muffled) followed, after a short break, by a further peal in the same tower. By 8am we were on our way to
Low Bentham, a ton six in West Yorkshire, 70 miles away, for the next peal, which was rung as a 70th Birthday
compliment to the Rector (clergy carried on longer in those days, if they held the Freehold) and then on to
Melling, where the none-too-easy six were pealed. The final attempt was at Crosthwaite (prior to restoration, so
they were rough) but we ran out of energy and the peal was lost! Clearly I had lessons to learn!
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We were determined to try again in 1972 and this time we started at Emmanual Southport (Martin Snape having
kindly obtained permission for two peals in the dead of night, again fully muffled). This peal was scored but the
second one came to grief and the 'five in a day' was abandoned. We gained much solace though, having got
permission at short notice, in ringing an excellent peal at Ormskirk instead, two local ringers joining us to make
the eight up.
By 1979, Jeremy was teaching at Rossall School on the Fylde and he arranged a handbell peal of Major at his
home. It was to be my first on eight handbells, Colin Woods (one of the Ormskirk ringers) and Peter Hampson
from Whalley joining us.
After a final peal with him at Giggleswick of 4-Spliced Surprise Major in 1981, I largely lost touch with Jeremy. He
did call to see me around 2000 and I think that was my last contact with him. He was a bright and cheery
person, always friendly and with a quiet sense of humour. All who knew him will mourn his loss.
Kevin M Price.
Jeremy was taught to ring by Graham Austin in the late 1960s at St. Michael, Huyton, where his father was the
vicar. He would soon become a competent ringer and rang his first peal in 1969 at Emmanuel, Everton before the
family moved to Ormskirk. He rang a total of 147 peals (including three on handbells), mostly for the Lancashire
Association.
I first met Jeremy in November 1970, when I went along with a couple of friends to the Tuesday night practice at
Ormskirk to learn to ring. He had recently taken over as Tower Captain and he taught me to ring on both tower
bells and handbells and conducted my first peal. He left Ormskirk in 1976 for Lancaster University to undertake a
degree in Economics and Teacher Training. However, he continued to visit Ormskirk regularly. After graduation he
took up a teaching post at Rossall School, Fleetwood. I lost contact with Jeremy after he left Rossall School, until I
saw him at the College Youths Dinner in 2014. It was good to catch up after not seeing him for such a long time. I
learned that he had retired and was living in Orkney.
It was a shock to learn of his death whilst out cycling, and he will be very much missed.
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Colin Woods

Jeremy Richardson
Jeremy started ringing at Huyton Liverpool where his father was Vicar, moving on to Ormskirk in Lancashire,
where he and Martin met when they were both in their teens, and together they built up a band of youngsters,
some of whom still ring today.
When Jeremy went to Lancaster University his peal ringing took off, and he and Martin rang 87 together, one of
which was a peal of Stedman Cinques at Liverpool Cathedral, which he particularly enjoyed.
Martin and he remained fast friends, taking youngsters on ringing trips and spending one holiday in Canada
before he married in early 1976. Jeremy was an excellent ringer, an ASCY member and always helpful to more
novice ringers in the band. After his marriage he rang far fewer peals but never lost complete touch with ringing
or with us. His first marriage did not last but his second was an enduring and loving relationship which was cut
short cruelly by illness.
His move to Wigton in September 2020 from Scotland was partly to be near his stepdaughter but meant that we
were able and glad to renew our friendship in spite of the constraints of Covid. He was elected to the CDG and
joined the Ringing Room meetings as well as ringing at St Mary’s, when we were permitted to, over Christmas.
So it was tragic when, on 21st January, he suffered a heart attack, whilst on his bike exploring the countryside. He
was just 71. In a very short time he had been welcomed into the Ringing Room practices, contributing much and
getting to know people, albeit remotely. We will miss him terribly.
Martin and Mary Snape
I first rang a peal with him in 1988, then 12 between Jan 2001 and May 2003. He was an occasional member of
the 3rd Sunday peal band, a reliable member who turned up promptly, no messing around and learned the
methods properly. A teacher, he was an occasional ringer, not obsessive - family, work and holidays came 1st.
Really nice guy who was a good, steady peal ringer, and I think they moved to a scottish island in 2000s.
Alison Britliff
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From Andrew Warboys
I only met Jeremy for the first time last November. He had moved to Wigton, and was again within 150 miles
of a proper ring of bells, having most recently hailed from isles far north, as far as I know.
Jeremy was keen to join our programme of local Ringing Room practices, being a very accomplished ringer of
over 50 years. His roots in the Lancashire Association mirrored many of my own during my younger years. In
time honoured fashion he knew that, moving into the area, the best way to meet people and make friends
was to join ringing circles again.
He immediately formed a friendly and easy-going rapport with our bands. As a lifelong close friend of Martin
and Mary Snape, he was destined to be a highly valued member of local towers and the Guild. He
approached our practices with good humour and enthusiasm, and very much enhanced our ringing with the
knowledge gained through his many feats on tower bells. His planned involvement in helping to lead some
of the Guild study groups, was eagerly anticipated.
His tragic passing came as a tremendous shock, he having been due to join us for a practice on the same
evening but, very much out of character, was missing.
I was pleased to ring with Jeremy in his final two quarter peals (on Ringing Room) where his experience and
diligence were demonstrated to a high degree. He had been especially pleased to participate in our quarter
peal in memory of his old friend, Tom Metcalfe. Despite our shared time being only fleeting, I feel I have lost
a friend, and someone who would have made a very positive contribution to local ringing, and our own lives,
in the future.

